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Final Results, all competitions

Competition Winner Runner Up

     

Division 1 Flames Lions

Division 2 Draculas Jaguars

     

Division 1 Averages Ian Hunter (Flames)  

Division 2 Averages Alex Circel (Draculas)  

     

Napier Cup Blues Lions

Miller Hendry Broncos Jaguars

     

Perth Closed    

Open Singles Matthew Craig Gary Lawson

Open Doubles Ian Hunter / Matthew Craig Peter McIntyre  /Dean Turner

Restricted Singles Gabi Elisei Alex Circel

Restricted Doubles
Andy McAdam / Matt 
Mackie

Don Morton / Dave Sherman

Over 40s Singles Gary Lowson Ian Hunter

Over 60s Singles Pat Duffy Peter McIntyre

     

Season Summary

No real issues were experienced regarding match administration within the season.

Scorecards were all returned within a day or two, or at worst at first prompt.

Match postponements and rescheduling were easily managed using the TT365 system
and there were not an overly large number of these. Teams generally appreciated the 
flexibility to reschedule occasionally.



Averages

Player averages was the only area that caused any confusion. This was mainly down 
to a fault within the TT365 system, that post mid-season split, incorrectly reported the
played / won figures for the individual divisions. Both figures were overstated. The 
correct values could be obtained by looking at all divisions together. 

The fault was reported to TT365, but as yet, no fix has been forthcoming.

The averages are also calculated and reported based on the number of singles sets 
played and won. So in season 2022 – 2023 each team played 21 league matches, and 
were a player to play all matches, they would have played 42 singles sets.

Our constitution states that to qualify for the best average award, a player must play 
2/3 of the available matches. So 14 matches, or 28 out of 42 sets for the past season.

Point for discussion: Is this still an appropriate level?


